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What is provincialism

(Set Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary &amp;Provincialism Thesaurus © Cambridge University Press) Find the word definition of provincialism A lack of sophistication A partiality for somewhere particular to the noun provincialism OF CORPUS▪ In a science that is supposed to be
international, This provincialism is inexcusable.▪ It is partly pure provincialism.▪ It helps people move through the barriers of localism, parochialism or provincialism that divide them. Provincialism \Pro*vincial*ism\, n. [Cf. F. provincialism.] A word, or a way of speaking, peculiar to a province or
district away from the mother country or the metropolis; a provincial feature; therefore, narrowness; ill liberality. --M. Arnold. provincialism 1820 in the political sense, local attachment as opposed to national unity, provincial + ism. That is, ways or modes of a certain province or provinces in
general (unlike the big city or capital) is from 1836. The meaning of a local word or use or expression is from 1770.PROVINCIALISM consists of: An ignorance of the manners, customs and nature of people living outside the village, parish or nation itself. A desire to coerce others into
uniformity. [Ezra Pound, Provincialism the Enemy, 1917] provincialism no. 1 The quality of being provincial; provincial tastes, mentality, manners. 2 (English linguistic context) A word or phrase characteristic of a region or district. Provincialism And if I myself cannot be him, I can still be his
John the Baptist, testifying to him, happy and enthusiastic in my loneliness, in this desert of caddishness and provincialism. What are the qualities common to all masterpieces of literature, or, let's say, to those that have endured despite local imperfections and provincialisms? Now we are
not considering the pleasing question of one society or another, whether life is in the most pleasing set in certain conditions in the North or South, if there is not a charm sometimes in isolation and even provincialism. I could disguise her as a hatred of her uselessness, stupidity, warmth,
absolute provincialism. He was an exceptionally handsome young man, but he dressed carelessly, for comfort rather than style, and his Scottish provincialisms in speech and conduct were a cause of misfortune, especially when he arrived at university. I am trying to think and feel and
detect for myself provincialisms and stylizations in contemporary culture. words that rhyme with provincialism, words of the word provincialism, words that begin with p, words that begin with pr, words that begin with prov, words that begin with try, words that end with m, words that end with
sm, words that end with words that end with lism, words containing r, words containing ro, ro, containing rov, words containing rovi, Use view trends on: Since there are last 10 years Last 50 years Last 100 years Last 300 years Definition of provincialism of the Collins English Dictionary New
from Collins The Peace Corps is an American organization that sends young people to help with projects in developing countries. Sign up for our newsletter Get the latest news and access exclusive updates and offers Sign up for the International International Volunteer Day (sometimes
abbreviated to IVD) takes place annually on December 5th. It is an 'International Day' established by the United Nations to recognize and promote the contribution of volunteers and organizations to the well-being of people around the world. Read more Study Guides for each stage of your
learning journey If you're on the lookout for a crossword puzzle, a detailed guide to tying knots, or tips on writing the perfect college essay, Harper Reference has covered it for all your study needs. Read more World Goodness Day This Friday, November 13 is World Goodness Day, an
awareness day launched in 1998 aimed at encouraging benevolent acts of people, organizations and countries. Read more Collins English Dictionary Apps Download our dictionary apps in English - available for both iOS and Android. Read more Collins Dictionaries for Schools Our new
online dictionaries for schools provide a safe and suitable environment for children. And best of all it's ad-free, so sign up now and start using it at home or in the classroom. Read more Word Lists We have almost 200 word lists of topics as varied as types of butterflies, jackets, coins,
vegetables and knots! Surprise your friends with your new knowledge! Read more Join the Collins community All the latest news, language ideas, deals and contests every month. Read more Update our usage There are many diverse influences on how English is used worldwide today. We
look at some of the ways in which language is changing. Read our series of blogs to find out more. Read more Area 51, Spaceship and Harvest Moon: September words on the news I'm sure many people would agree that we live in strange times. But should they be so strange that Area 51
is making headlines? And what about fish that look like aliens. September's words in the news explain everything. Read More Scrabble Score for Princeton's 'Provincialism':22 WordNetprovincialism(Noun) lack of sophistication, provincialism, localism (noun)a partiality for somewhere in
particular Provincialism (Noun)The quality of being provincial tastes, mentality, manners. The provincialism of the blacksmith showed in his discourse and modes of provincialism (Noun) A word or phrase characteristic of a region or district. Webster Webster word, or a way of speaking,
peculiar to a province or district away from the mother country or the metropolis; a provincial feature; therefore, narrowness; iliberalityEimology: [Cf. F. provincialism.] How to pronounce provincialism? How to say provincialism in sign language? NumerologyCaldean NumerologyThe
numerical value of provincialism in Chaldean numerology is: 9 Numerology pythagoreanThe numerical value of provincialism in Pythagorean Numerology is: 7Images &amp; amp; Illustrations of provincialism #100000#220306#333333 - Select - ⼩⼭中 (Chinese- Simplified in this regard, has
stated that there is nothing to do and said there is no doubt that the Spanish government should do it ಕನಡ. وودرا  (Urdu) Magyar (Hungarian) िह दी (Hindi) Indonesia (Indonesian) Italian (Italian) த  (Tamil) Türkçe (Turkish)  (Telugu) ภ⼭⼭⼭⼭ท⼭ (Thai) Tiếng Việt (Vietnamese)
Indonesian (Indonesian) Românește (Romanian) Nederlands (Dutch) Ελληνικά (Greek) Latinum (Latin) Svenska (Swedish) Dansk (Danish) Suomi (Finnish) سسراف  (Perse) ליייייי  (Yiddish) հայերեն (Armenian) Norsk (Norwegian) English (English) Thank you for your vote! We truly
appreciate your support. [ pruh-vin-shuh-liz-uhm ]/ prəˈvən əm /SEE SYNONYMS FOR provincialism ON THESAURUS.COMnarrowness of mind, ignorance, or similar, considered as a result of the lack of exposure to cultural or intellectual activity.a trait, habit of thought, etc., characteristic of
a provincial province, province or provinces.a peculiar word, expression or mode of pronunciation of a province.devotion to the province itself before the nation as a whole. Master these essential literary terms and you will be talking like your English teacher in no time. A protagonist is the
protagonist of a story, or the protagonist. Can you identify the antonym of the protagonist, or the opposite of a hero or heroine? TAKE THE QUESTIONNAIRE TO FIND OUT first engraving in 1760-1770; provincial + -ismProvincetown, Provincetown print, provincewide, provincial,
provincialism, provincialist, provinciality, provincialize, provincial police, comes from groundDictionary.com Unabridged Based on random house unabridged dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2020patois, slang, slang, slang, lingo, vernacular, inhumanity, atrocity, brutality, cruelty, barbarism,
discrimination, racism, bias, injustice, sexism, disloyalty, fanaticism, vocabulary, language, accentNo discursive, no debates, no rebombament of American provincialism, only a welcome view What The world is reading | Taylor Antrim| April 30, 2009| DAILY BEAST, But insularity or
provincialism in the literary community, he said, is nothing to sneeze at. Smallness writes provincialism, and provincialism writes smallness. Letters from a father to his son entering the College | Charles Franklin ThwingHe had to learn, in a tough and bitter school, the danger of provincialism
and the value of nationality. The Life of John Marshall (Volume 1 of 4)| Albert J. Beveridgenarrowness of the mind or perspective; lack of word sophistication or characteristic attitude of a provincial attention to the affairs of the province rather than the entire nation the entire state or the quality
of being provincialColins English Dictionary - Complete &amp;& amp; Unbridged 2012 Digital Edition © William Collins Sounds &amp;& amp; Co. Ltd. 1979, 1986 © HarperCollins Editors 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012WORD OF THE DAYambitnoun | What are you doing
here? SEE DEFINITION Can you guess the word of the year? © 2020 Dictionary.com, LLC 1The way of life or mode of thought characteristic of regions outside a country's capital, especially when regarded as unsophisticated or narrow-minded. Belle was burning to escape the provincialism
of her people''I think there is a real need to move away from all this regional provincialism - especially in a country where literature itself is so much at risk.'' It is entirely possible that conservative policies lead to more cultural regionalism and provincialism'. She is listed as an escape from
Bursley's provincialism, but they are also a form of exile to which she is consigned to have allowed her invalid father to die on her watch.'' Scout Finch was so caught up in small-town provincialism that she considered a socially inferior Cunningham. Although the Kentucky native is now a



devout Texan, Mills shuns provincialism in his work.'everyday language, spoken language, colloquial discourse, native discourse, conversational language, common speech, non-standard language, slang, -speak, singing, slang, slang, patois, dialect2Concern for the own area or region at
the expense of national or supranational unity.' the president warned that focusing on relations with nearby neighbors would lead to the word or phrase of political provincialism '3A or supranational.' peculiar phrase at a local level'. if a language is a provincialism, it is likely that we are in a
dialect dictionary''In a disastrous miscalculation, producers carefully return all the lame, dated gags and provincialisms of Manhattan that dot the original production.'redaction, diction, phrasing, phrasing, phrasing, style, vocabulary, terminology, expressions, turns of phrase, parlance, way of
speaking, way of speaking, way of speaking, way of speaking, way of speaking, way of speaking, way of speaking, way of speaking, way of speaking, way of speaking, way of speaking, way of speaking, way of speaking , talking, talking, talking, talking, talking, talking, talking, talking, talking,
talking, talking, talking, talking, talking, talking, talking, talking, speaking, expressing. , mode of expression, uses, voiceovers, idiolect, choice of words, rhetoric, oratory4Ecology The degree to which plant communities or animals restricted to particular areas. the lack of provincialism in The
Silurian Fauna''The pattern of brachiopod provincialism Ashgill dates back to the early Caradoc (Nemagraptus gracilis Biozone) during the largest global sea level rise and marine transgression.'' Strong uniformity is suggested in the Permian ammonoid biostratigraphy and provincialism
between Xinjiang and Pamir. Early Permian lagenides do not show marked provincialism, but there is evidence of paleolatitudinal control over assemblages.'' The absence of any European and U.S. genus of estricklandioides is a strong indication of pentameride provincialism in southern
China.'' Because the distinctive provincialism of belemnites prevailed until the Barremian-Aptian, other factors such as temperature may also have played an important role.
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